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Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients, lift-drag ratios, and 
center-of-pressure positions for four airplane-like configurations were 
determined from tests at Mach numbers from 3.00 to 6.28 and angles of 
attack up to ly". One basic configuration consisted of trapezoidal-wing 
and -tail surfaces mounted on a cylindrical afterbody with a fineness- 
ratio-3 tangent-ogive nose. The second basic configuration, designed to 
have lower drag and higher lift-drag ratios, consisted of triangular- 
wing and -tail surfaces, which have the same spans and plan-form areas 
as the trapezoidal-wing model, but with more highly swept leading edges, 
mounted on a cylindrical afterbody with a fineness-ratio-5 'unimum-drag" 
nose. The third configuration was the trapezoidal-wing model modified 
to have a fineness-ratio-5 minimm-drag nose. The fourth configuration 
was the triangular-wing model with the minimum-drag nose modified to 
include a nose radius one-tenth of the afterbody radius. Wing and tail 
sections of all four configurations had rounded leading edges to reduce 
the effect of local aerodynamic heating. 
Throughout the range of test Mach numbers, the maximum lift-drag 
ratios of the basic triangular-wing configuration were about 18 to 24 
percent higher than those of the basic trapezoidal-wing model. About 7- 
to U.-percent increase in maximum lift-drag ratio was obtained by replac- 
ing the fineness-ratio-3 ogival nose of the basic trapezoidal-wing model 
with the fineness-ratio-5 tinimum-drag nose. Increasing the nose blunt- 
ness of the triangular-wing model resulted in a decrease of about 5 
percent or less in the maximum lift-drag ratio. The greatest decrease 
occurred at the highest teat Mach n 
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An airplane-lee configuration, which consisted of trapezoidal-wing 
and -tail surfaces mounted on a cylindrical afterbody with a fineness- 
ratio-3 ogival nose (r&s. 1 and 2), has been investigated as a suitable 
vehicle for flight at high supersonic speeds. Rounded wing and tail 
leading edges were incorporated in this configuration as being desirable 
for high-speed operatJon~~from~the standpoint of kbeping the leading-edge 
temperatures a-thin feasible limits. TeB-rG5lts showed that this con- 
figuration had maxiwnn lift-drag ratios of 2.64 and 2.36 at Mach numbers 
of 4.06 and 6.86, respectively. 
.= 
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It appears that the drag of this configurationcould be reduced, 
with consequent improvement of the maximum let-drag ratios, by using a 
minimum-drag nose of higher fineness ratio and by using wing and tail 
surfaces with more highly swept leadj&edges. A--tFiangular-wing model 
which incorporated these changes, and a trapezoidal-wing model, similar 
in plan form to that used in the-tests reported &n references 1 and 2, 
were tested in the Ames lo- by l&inch wind ix&&to -determine their 
comparative aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers from 3.00 to 6.28 
and angles of attack, up to 15'. Tests were also conducted on the 
trapezoidal-wing model with the minimum-&rag.nose. (fineness ratio 5) to 
determine the drag reduction attributed. tothe nose modification. Since 
the nose of the body should be rounded to alleviate the local aerodynsmic 
heating problem, the triangular-wing model was also tested with the 
minimum-drag nose blunted-to a..radfus.-cpnsis-~nt with the bluntfng of 
the wing and tail leading edges. 
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NofllATION 
CD drag coefficient, D @ 
CL 
cm 
E 
lift coefficient, L 
@ 
pitching-moment coefficient about wing centroid of area, -% qe 
mean aerodynamic chord of wing including portion submerged in 
fuselage 
D *at3 
f .finenesa ratio, ratio of.body length to maximum diameter 
L lift 
. 
M free-stream Mach number c 
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n 
m pitching moment 
. 9 free-stream dynamic pressure 
S wing plan-form area, Wcluding 8rea submerged in fuselage 
SF center-of-pressure location, percent body length from nose 
a angle of attack 
The models were tested in the Ames lo- by lb-inch wind tunnel which 
is described in detail in reference 3. Aerodynamic forces and moments 
acting on the models were meas 
ante. 
qed by a three-component strain-gage bctl- 
Angles of attack up to 5 were obtained by ptating the model- 
balance 8BBenibly. Angles of attack greater than 5 were obtained by the 
use of bent-sting model supports, Axial forces acting on the model base, 
as determined by the difference between measured base pressures and free- 
stream static pressures, were subtracted from measured total forces. 
Thus, the dat8 presented do not include the effects of base pressure. 
Models used in the investig8tion were constructed of steel, with 
the tail surfaces permanently pinned to the cylindrical afterbody while 
the tigs 8nd nose sections were removable. Figure 1 shows the trapezofdal- 
wing model which is similar to that used ti the tests reported in refer- 
ences 1 and 2, but with the following changes: (a) the four wedge-shaped 
tail SUTf8CeS have been replaced by three tail surfaces with the airfoil 
section shown in figure 1; 8nd (b) the configuration has been changed 
from a mid-wing type to the low-wing type shown. The modification of this 
model in which the ftieness-ratio-3 ogival nose is replaced by a fineness- 
ratlo- minimrlm-drag nose is shown by the dashed lines on this figure. 
The ordinates for the minimum-dr8g nose (minimum drag for even length 
and volume, 8s determined from ref. 4) are given in table I. Figure2 
shows the triangular-wing model which has the same wing and tail surface 
8reas 8s the tr8peZOidal-wing model, but has more highly Bwept leading 
edges as well 8s the fineness-ratio-5 minimum-drag nose. The modification 
to this model, as shown in this figure, consiated of shortening the 
fineness-ratio-5 minimum-drag nose to Include a nose radius of l/10 the 
maxtrmlm body radius. It has been indicated (ref. 5) that a Sizable reduc- 
tion in local he&-transfer rate csn be achieved by sweeping the round 
lesding edge of a wing or tail. In an attempt to obtain similar conditions 
of local heat input, therefore, the leading-edge r8dfi of the trisngulsr 
wing and tail have been reduced from those of the trapezoidal tig sxtd 
tail as ShOWn in fLgures 1 and 2. 
Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients 8s Well as lift-drag 
ratios and center-of-pressure positions were determined for all models 
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at angles of attack to about 15O at Mach numbers of 3.00, 4.26, 5.04, 
and 6.28. The free-stream Reynolds numbers based on the kngthB of the 
models were: l 
Reynolds number, 
million 
Mach ntmiber 
3.00 
4.26 
B8BiC trapezoidal- 
wing model 
7.5 
6-g 
All other 
model6 
2; 
4:o 
1.7 
In the regionof-ths test section where the models were located, the 
variat-lon in Mach number d%d not exceebSX-02 at Mach nUQiber6 from 3.00 
to 5.04 8nd kO.04 at Mach number 6.28. Deviations in free-stream Reynolds 
numbers did not exceed flCO,OOO from the values given. Estimated errors 
in the sngle of attack due to uncertainties in corrections for stream 
angle and for deflectJon.of the model-suppo%Ksy&%n were kO.20. .--. -----_-- .._ - . __ .- 
Precision of the experimental results was affected by uncertainties 
in the force measurements by the balance s@&m and the determination of 
free-stream dynamic pressures snd base pressures. These uncertainties 
resultinmaximum possible errors in the aerodynsmfc force and moment 
coefficients as shown in the following table: 
c 
Mach number CD CL cm 
2.: kO.003 kO.002 *to.OOg 
5:04 
f 
f .004 3 k.003 5. 2 + .005 8
6.28 *.006 k.005 L!z .015 
Accuracy of lift-drag ratios and centers of pressure will depend not only 
upon the accuracy of the force snd moment coefficients but will, in gen- 
eral, be inversely proportional to the magnitude of these quantities. AS 
such, the errors in the lift-drag ratios atid centers -of pressure will be 
comparatively large near zero angle of attack and Gill decrease 8s the 
angle of attack le ihcreased, 
c 
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Results of the tests on the four airplane-like COnfigIIratfOnB are 
presented in table II, where lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients, 
centers of presmzre, and lift-drag ratios at various angles of attack 8re 
tabulated for the several test Hach numbers. In order to show the more 
important trends and comp8risons of these aerodynamic parameters, certain 
data are also presented in graphfcal form. The variations of lift with 
angle of attack of the four models were found to be essentially the same 
at each test Mach number as may be seen in the tabulated test results. 
This simflarity in 1Mt characteristics is shown for the two b8BiC mOdeh 
in figure 3. It can be shown from thfs figure that the initial lift- 
curve slope (dC&/da for a = 0) is almost inversely proportronsl to 
m, varying from a value of about 0.035 per degree at &Exh number 
3 .oO to about 0.017 per degree at Mach number 6.&. 
The variations of lift coefficient with drag coefficient, pitching- 
moment coefficient 8baZt the wing centroid of area, and the center of 
pressure in percent body length measured from the nose are shown in ffg- 
ure -4 for the two basic configurations and for the modified trapezoidal- 
wing model. The test results for the modified triangular-tig model are 
not Included in this figure since they were approxftely the same as 
those of the basic triangular-wing model, except for relatively small 
differences in drag coefficient as w3.ll be discussed later. In a com- 
parisonof the lift and drag coefficients, it can be seen that, for 8 
given lift coefficient, the triangul8r-wing model has a consistently 
lower drag coefftcient, and thus a higher lift-drag ratio, than does the 
b8BiC trapezoidal-Wang model. The corresponding curves for the modified 
trapezoidal-wing model show that, in the region of zero lift, about 443 
to 50 percent of this difference fs due to the use of the more slender 
minimum-drag nose. This drag reduction due to changing the nose Shape 
is of the magnitude which would be predicted by Newtonian fmpact theory 
(ref. 6). The remainder of the drag reduction fs due to the increased 
sweep angles 8nd decreased radii of the wing and tail leading edges of 
the triangular-wing model. 
The static longitudinal Stability of each model tends to decrease 
with increasing Mach nrnnber as indicated by the less negative values of 
dC&/dC!D. (See fig. 4.) The decreased Stability is very likely due in 
part to a decrease in the effectiveness of the tail surfaces at higher 
Machnmber. The possible need-for additional stability at hfgh Mach 
numbers was anticipated by the use of wedge-ahaped tail surfaces on the 
model used in the tests reported Jq references 1 and 2. An alternate 
method for increasing stability at high Mach numbers, with possibly less 
drag penalty and fewer structural problems, would be to flare the rear 
portion of the cylindrical etfterbody, as suggested in reference 7. 
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The variations of maximum lift-drag ratio with Mach number for the 
four configurations are pre.sented in figure 5. It can be seen from this 
figure that the basic triangular-wing.model has a maXimum value of.lift- 
drag ratio about 18 to 24 percent greater than that for the basic 
trapezoidal-wing model throughout the range of test Mach numbers. The 
addition.of the fine&s+ratio-5 mini&m-drag nose to the-trapezoidal- 
wing model increases the matium lift-drag ratio .abo& 7 to 11 percent 
. 
? 
-. _. 
in the range of the test Mach numbers. Althoughthe drag-of the modi- .- 
fied trisngular:wirig model near zero lift is approximately the same as 
that of the basic ~triangular-tiEgrime as-may be seen in the tabulated 
results, the drag of the modiffedmodel; %x-mTt at a Mach number of 3.00, .r 
is slightly higher at the Uft coefficienta for Ghitih the.lift-drag ratio 
isamaximum. This characteristic result8 :$n a decrease-in maximun..lift- 
drag ratio of about 5IperCent at-the highest test Mach number. Thus, at 
the higher Mach numbexs,.-the heat-transfer tiharacteristics are improved. 
at the expense of a reduction of max!BuEiKUft-drag ratio. - 
The decreaee inthe.maxUum liftdrag ratios of all models as the 
Mach number is increased is due &&ri'ly to thg increased skin-friction 
drag-associated wi-&-the- decrease of test Reynolds number. For these 
tests, the effects-of- skin-fritition &&Id 'be.-aboUt the s&me for all 
models at corresponding.Mach nu&ers and, therefore, should not influence 
the campaative resx?$-te.,e. ___ .._ ., _ ,__ f-- w----. ---_ _ -_ 
To facilitate model construction by atlowing nose sections to be 
interchangeable, the afterbody length of. all models was-kept the same. 
As a result themodels .yhich employed minimum-drag nose sections are 2 _ inches longer than the basic trapezoidal-titig model and have correspond- 
ingly Larger body volume. If the volumee of the longer models were made 
the same as that of the short model by reducFng the afterbody length, 
there should be a negligible change in the liftand drag chsradteristice 
and an improvement in the stability charadteristics due to a rearward 
shift in the center of pressure. 
a 
CONCLUSIONS 
The aerodynamic characteristics of four airplane-like configurations, 
which have the same Wang plan-form area, tail plan-form area, aspect ratio, 
and body diameter, have been determined at Mach numbers from 3.00 to 6.28 
and at angles qf attack up to 15O. From the.resulte of these tests the 
following conclusions are d?aWn: ----------- 
1. The lfft characteristics of the models are about the same at each 
Mach number and, as would be expected, the lift-curve slopes decrease as 
the Mach number is increased. 
2. The basic triangular-wing model had a greater nose fineness ratio 
and greater leading-edge sweep angles-than the basic trapezoidal-wing 
model; both of these changes stantfal drag reductions. 
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3. The maxlmLrm lift-drag ratios of the basic trfsngular-tig model 
are about I8 to 24 percent higher than those of the basic trapezoidal- 
wing model. 
4. A small increase in the bluntness of the minimum-drag nose was 
found to have a relatively small efTect on the aero~k characteristics 
of the triangular-wing model at Mach-number 3.00, but resulted In a pro- 
gressive decrease in maximum lift-drag ratio with Mach number, so that a 
resultant decrease .of about 5 percent occurred at Mach number 6.28. 
5. The Static longitudinal stability of the models tends to decrease 
as the Mach nmber is increased, probably due in part to a decreased 
effectiveness of the tail surfaces. 
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TAECE I.- COORDINATES OF THEi "MINIMUM-DRAG" NOSE SECTION 
[AJJ. values Fn fnches.] 
Abciasa 
0 
. 100 
,200 
:3G 
:E 
1,200 
1.600 
2.000 
2.400 
2,800 
;:g 
GO0 
4.800 
5.m 
Ordinate 
0.002 
.035 
.056 
-075 
l 093 
.126 
.156 
.211 
.260 
.303 
-343 
-379 
.4zL 
.44Q 
:E$ 
.4g1 
-5oQ 
10 
TABLE II.- W-AI, RESULTS 
a! -2.0 
0 
1.0 
2.0 
I. 
::; 
2:; 
:;f 
:a27 
-1. -.a83 
-4 -.m3 Fee' -2 .a?l l.ze-.am cl.. 
I”Ti 
102 k” ::z 2.: 
.c?il 3:op -.a 6l:s 
:z ::ii ::% t :g 
.093 3.03 -.029 61.8 
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Figure 3- Vanafion of /iff coeffkienf tvifh ungfe of affuck for 
b&c fesf mode/s. 
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F&ure 4.- Aerodynamk charactert’stics of thee test models bnodifikd tr&ngtdar-w* mode/ omitted) 
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Figure 5: Vor/‘clf/on of muxiium liff-drug mf/o with 
MO& number for a// models. 
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